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WACKERNAGEL'S ALTINDISCHE GRAMMATIK.
J. WACKERNAGEL, Altindische Grammatik.

I. Lautlehre, Pp. lxxix., 343. Vanden-
hoeck und Ruprecht. Gb'ttingen, 1896.
8 Mk. 60.

SANSKRIT, which was for a time the spoiled
child of the Indo-Germanic family, has of
recent years for a variety of reasons fallen
somewhat into -neglect, and, while the
majority of the sister languages have met
with full treatment from the comparative
standpoint, in the case of Sanskrit either
the interest or the courage has been lacking
for such an undertaking. This gap is now
in the course of being most admirably filled
by Professor Wackernagel's Altindische
Grammatik, the first volume of which has
now been issued, and which promises to be
one of the most important works in the field
of Indo-Germanic philology that has ap-
peared for a long time. In fact the width
of knowledge, sobriety of judgment and
clearness of exposition displayed in it make
it a model of its kind.

The introduction furnishes an excellent
sketch of the history of the language, in
which are pointed out the various influences
that have helped to mould the literary
speech. The possibility of the influence of
the popular dialects is always kept in view,
and is applied, for instance, most ingeniously
to the explanation of huru by the earlier
krnu (p. xviii). The main part of the pre-
sent volume deals with the development of
the Indian sounds from the Indo-Germanic.
The fulness of the references here makes
this a veritable treasure house of informa-
tion on various points of Indo Germanic
phonology. If we were disposed to quarrel
with Professor Wackernagel, it would be
rather for giving too much than too little.
Surely it would have been kinder to the
memory of the scholars of the past to have
allowed many of their suggestions to rest
quietly in their graves.

It is impossible here to deal at length
with the many problems suggested by the
book. It may be of interest to indicate
Professor Wackernagel's attitude to some of
the questions of the day. With Brugraann
and others he holds that in certain cases
Skr. a corresponds to Idg. o ; an interesting
example is tvdt-pitdras: d-n-aropes (p. 15).
For the reduced form of the long vowels
d, e, o, he suggests (p. 18) as Idg. the Greek
vocalism, a, and a second e, o. The long
sonant liquids and nasals, against which
Schmidt recently delivered so effective a
polemic, still appear, but they are strictly
confined to the so called udatta roots, where,
in the absence of any certain knowledge of
the Idg. sounds which became in Skr. ir &c,
they may perhaps have a certain value as
algebraical symbols ; they are not used as a
sort of dens ex machina to explain any awk-
ward case of vocalism. The changes ght >
gdh etc. are given as Indo-Germanic (p. 131).
Here some mention ought surely to have been
made of the other view, for that the change
was Idg. is at least far from certain, see now
Kz. xxxiv. pp. 461 sq. Streitberg's explana-
tion of the ' dehnstufe' is rejected (p. 68).

One or two small points may be noticed.
In the explanation of dganma there seems
to be a contradiction between § 8 a and
§ 175 b. In § 127 b a of the I sg. perf.
act. is derived from a or m. Unless the
Irish form is to be separated from the
Aryan and the Greek, the latter alternative
is impossible, p. 129 does not ha in dpaka,
abhika, pcifca etc. come from the stem
oq, cf. Schmidt, Plur. pp. 388 sq. 1

We trust that Professor Wackernagel
may soon give us ,the rest of his Grammar.
The volume on morphology should be very
interesting, for there is evidence in the pre-
sent volume that the writer by no means
agrees with some of the theories now in
vogue.

J. STRACHAN.

ARCHAEOLOGY.
FURTWANGLER'S INTERMEZZI

AND STATUENK0P1EN.

Intermezzi: Kunstgeschichtliohe Sludien von
A. FURTWANGLER, mit 4 Tafelen und 25
Abbildungen im Texte. (Leipzig and
Berlin: Giesecke & Devrient. 1896.
Price 12 Mrks.)

Ueber Statuenhopien im Alterthum von

ADOLF FURTWANGLER, Erster Theil; mit
12 Tafeln und mehreren Textbildern. (Aus
den Abhandlungen der K. bayer.
Akademie der Wissenschaft. Bd. xx.
Munich. 1896. Price 8 Mrks.)

So full of new material—and, needless to
say, of new theory—are the five essays
recently published by Professor Furtwangler
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under the somewhat fanciful title of
Intermezzi that they seem to call for a
summary or analysis rather than a critical
review. The book opens with the pub-
lication of the superb bronze head of Apollo
belonging to the Duke of Devonshire's
collection at Chatsworth. I t is pleasant to
note in this case, that if the honour of
publication falls to a foreigner, the greater
honour of discovery belongs to an English-
man. Michaelis had apparently not seen
the bronze when preparing his Ancient
Marbles in Great Britain and is content to
mention it on the authority of Mr. Sidney
Colvin as of ' late, somewhat heavy work-
manship' (op. cit. p. 277). I t was thus
reserved for Professor Strong, the present
librarian at Cbatsworth, to divine in this
head the creation of a Greek sculptor of the
early years of the fifth century B.C. He was
confirmed in his belief by Professor Furt-
wangler, to whom he courteously entrusted
the publication of the bronze, thus paying a
graceful tribute to the great scholar who
has so assiduously called attention to the
treasures contained in the private collections
of England.

Furtwangler recognizes in the Chatsworth
head an entirely new type—or more
accurately, new characterization, of Apollo
—less dreamy and melancholy than the
Pheidian, less loftily conceived than the
Myronian, but far surpassing in freshness
and spiritual distinction the rustic heaviness
of the Apollo of the western pediment at
Olympia. So far critics will be unanimous.
Less satisfactory, however, is Furtw&ngler's
attempted attribution of the head to
Pythagoras of Rhegion, for if we turn to
our author's own earlier surmises with
regard to that artist (Meisterwerke der
Griechischen Plastih, p. 347 = Engl. ed. p.
171) we find that the athletic types which
he grouped together with ' Pythagoras' as
provisional label, are characterized by
features directly opposed to those of the
Chatsworth head. In discussing, for instance,
the Perinthos head, which, together with
the head, of a boxer in the Louvre, he now
especially selects for comparison* with the
head at Chatsworth, Furtwangler well

'defined ' the lifeless, perfectly horizontal
line ' of the mouth, the ' angular lids which
produce a wholly unnatural effect, as though
they possessed no power of movement.'
Now the most salient feature about the
Chatsworth head is the full, curving mouth,
which the compression of the lips alone
redeems from the reproach of sensuality;
furthermore, the lids, though archaic in

treatment, betray the artist's search for
life-likeness and correct articulation (this is
especially clear from the profile view on
PI. II.). In the face of such positive and
far-reaching divergence the stylistic affinities
detected by Furtwangler in the shape of the
crown, or the modelling of the brows, seem
fanciful and even arbitrary. It would of
course be absurd to limit a great artist to
one type of head or to suppose that he would
conceive a god on the same lines as an
athlete, but when the attribution of the one
type is itself only a hypothesis, we may
hesitate before allowing it to draw in to the
same artist on the ground of small super-
ficial resemblances, a second radically
different type.

It is certainly true that ' a significant
artistic personality is concealed behind our
Apollo.' A like vigour and terseness of
execution can be found within the same
period only among the figures of the
Eastern pediment of the temple at Aegina.
The Apollo with his hard-shut yet vibrant
lips strikingly recalls the ' Herakles ' of the
pediment. One might almost fancy Onatas
—if indeed Onatas be the master of the
Aeginetan pediments—creating in later
years for his celebrated Apollo at Pergamon
(Paus. viii. 42, 7) a type like that of the
Chatsworth head, in looking at which
Furtwangler himself was reminded of the
epithet /Sowrais applied by a poet of the
Anthology (ix.,': 238) to the statue of
Onatas. But in the dearth of evidence,
such speculations must for the present
remain entirely idle. We may feel confident
that ' the Master of the Chatsworth Apollo '
strongly impressed his time, was imitated
and copied ; his true personality will reveal
itself all the quicker if we do not pre-
maturely try to make him fill a special gap
in the history of the Greek sculptors.

The second essay reopens the time-
honoured question of the central group of
the eastern pediment of the Parthenon.
Furtwangler has gradually come to believe
that the centre of the pediment was held by
the dominating figure of the goddess, and
he finds abundant reason for supposing that
the torso Medici at Paris may actually be
this figure. If he himself could once have
looked upon this torso as only a marble copy
from a bronze original of the Pheidian
period this was owing to the stupid height
at which the torso was then exhibited.
From the days of Ingres, who caused it to
be brought from the Villa Medici to the
Beaux-Arts, up to our own, the torso has
been almost unanimously connected with
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the name of Pheidias. Now that it is
accessible to close inspection it turns out to
be nothing less than an original, closely
related to the Parthenon marbles in concep-
tion, technique, and treatment of drapery.
The torso Medici was certainly originally
made for Athens, the marble—like that of
the Parthenon—being Pentelic, and the
figure having been copied on more than one
Athenian votive-relief. Further, from the
movement of shoulders, neck, and arms it
was evidently a pedimental figure, and if
head and helmet be restored in proportion
to the torso a height is obtained precisely
fitting the centre of the eastern pediment of
the Parthenon. Certainly these would be
strong reasons for attributing the Athena
Medici to the pediment did not Bruno
Sauer's drawings of the floor of the pediment
(Ath. Mittheil. xvi. 1891, p. 59 ff; Antike
Denkmaler i. pi. 58) seem at first entirely to
preclude the notion. It will be remembered
that owing to the presence of a long eleva-
tion or ridge (' Randbank ') in the centre of
the pediment Dr. Sauer had decided against
a single central figure and reverted to the
hypothesis of R. von Schneider, according to
which two figures of equal importance, Zeus
and Athena, disposed much as on the Madrid
puteal, occupied the middle of the pediment.
The central ridge was then explained by
Sauer as marking the line of the footstool of
Zeus, while of the two converging broad
iron bars, whose clear traces may be seen on
the central block (13) of the pediment, the
northernmost was considered to have sup-
ported the heavy figure of Athena, the
southernmost, together with the bar imme-
diately behind it, the still heavier Zeus.
These results were for a time accepted
without reserve by Professor Eurtwangler
himself (Meisterwerke p. 243 = Engl. ed.
p. 463). In face, however, of his growing
conviction that the centre can only be
satisfactorily filled by the figure of Athena,
he now proposes to solve the technical
question otherwise than Dr. Sauer: the
central ridge or randbank by no means
necessarily precludes a central figure; its
object was rather, he thinks, to equilibrize a
heavy, massive figure supported on both the
broad iron converging bars. The necessity
for the randbank is explained on the suppo-
sition that the bars though sunk into the
floor of the pediment, yet rose somewhat
above it. Thus the presence of a central
figure can be thoroughly reconciled with the
traces on the floor of the pediment. There
is, however, one grave objection—brought
forward by our author with his wonted

candour—to identifying this figure as the
Athena Medici. The plinth of the torso
shows distinct traces of having been fastened
by means of dowels. But the drawings of
Sauer reveal no corresponding holes in the
floor of the east pediment. This difficulty
Furtwangler attempts to surmount by the
suggestion—thrown out for the rest with
exceeding reserve—that some Roman
despoiler had torn the figure from the
Parthenon and borne it off to Rome to
decorate some temple pediment, when
the dowelling was first found necessary.
The dowelling marks have at any rate the
advantage of proving that the figure
belonged to a pediment, while the theory of
Roman spoliation would explain the presence
of the torso in Rome; it it really be from
the Parthenon it would be difficult to
understand how it got to Rome in more
recent times. A fine drawing illustrates
Furtwangler's present notion of the general
effect of the pediment; by filling the centre
with the figure of the goddess, he has
assuredly imparted to the whole a unity and
strength lacking in all previous restorations.
The whole theory, however, is only put for-
ward tentatively—it will be interesting to
watch what alternative suggestions are
offered as to the original purport of a pedi-
mental figure made like the Medici torso of
Athenian marble, copied on Athenian votive
reliefs, and closely agreeing in style and
proportion with the figures of the
Parthenon.

A curious discovery has enabled Furt-
wangler to solve definitely the date and
purport of the well-known frieze in Munich
representing the ' Marriage of Poseidon and
Amphitrite.' During a recent visit to the
Louvre he found a further portion of this
frieze—a relief of similar height, material,
and dimensions, which like its companion
at Munich was once in the Palazzo Santa
Croce. The Paris relief shows a Roman
general performing, amid his retinue and
with the assistance of a priest, the solemn
sacrifice of the suovetaurilia (the animals
are quaintly represented in the inverse of
the order suggested by the word and
common on other monuments). The name
of the general, who was also presumably the
donor of the whole monument decorated by
the frieze, is not far to seek. Long ago
TJrlichs had shown that the Munich frieze
must have belonged to the temple of Neptune
in Cvrco Flaminio whose site was close to
that occupied in modern times by the
Palazzo Santa Croce. I t is evident, there-
fore, that the sacrificing general can be
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none other than Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus
who, in the years 35-32 B.C. on the expira-
tion of his governorship of Bithynia built
—or perhaps only restored,1 the temple of
Neptune, the god who is celebrated on the
Munich portion of the frieze. Thus the
newly recovered fragment fixes the date of
the whole, and it becomes possible to discard
the once popular view that the Munich frieze
•was to the art of Skopas what the frieze
of the Parthenon was to Pheidian art.
The frieze which he has thus completed
Furtwangler attributes to an altar in
front of the temple : this hypothesis, more-
over, can alone account for the little pilasters
which bound the sacrificial scene, and re-
appear in identical form on the Munich
frieze, where they mark off the central scene
in a length precisely equal to the scene of
sacrifice. If we follow Furtwangler in as-
signing theParis relief and the lorger Munich
scene respectively to the back and front of an
altar, while the two shorter Munich slabs
each adorned one of the sides, we not only
understand the pilasters which are so
worked as to display a return face, but
obtain an altar according admirably with
the extant ruins of the temple.

In the last essay Furtwangler tries to
discover what event the Roman tropaeum
at AHam-Klissi in the Dobrudscha was in-
tended to commemorate. He refuses to follow
Benndorf2 in referring the scenes sculptured
along the metopes and battlements to some
exploit in.Trajan's second Dacian campaign:
the large inscription Marti Ultori .. Traianus
etc., though found among the ruins, has
nothing whatsoever to do with the tropaeum;
Benndorf's theory necessitates a perverse
and untenable explanation of those reliefs
on the Trajan column celebrating the Em-
peror's journey to Dacia and his arrival3;
most important of all, the barbarians repre-
sented at Adam-Klissi are of a type totally
different from the Dacian; they wenr narrow
trousers, are generally naked from the waist
up, their beards are long and their hair is
combed into a knot at the side after the
fashion ¥ recorded by Tacitus (Germ. 38) as
characteristic of the German tribes. The
clue to the real purport of the monument
is its geographical position : as the tropaeum
Augusti (La Turbie) on the spurs of the

1 See on this point Urlichs' Griechische Statuen
im Republikamuchen Rom, p. 19, an important little
' Programni' which has escaped Furtwangler's notice ;
also my note on Plin. xxxv. 26 iu The Elder Pliny's
Chapters on the History of Art, p. 197.

2 Benndorf, Ninnaun, and Tocilesco, das Monu-
ment wn Adam Klissi, Vienna, 1895.

8 Cf. Petersen in Rom. Mitth. xl 1896, p. 104 ff.

Maritime Alps above Monaco, marked the •
conquest of the Alpine region by Augustus,
as the Tropaeum in Pyrenaeo erected by ;
Pompey after the Sertorian wars marked the i
boundary of the newly-conquered region, as ]
Drusus and Germanicus marked the limits
of their conquests by tropaea upon the Elbe
andtheWeser, so thetropaeum at Adam-Klissi
must have been erected at a time when the
Danube became the new frontier of the
Empire, i.e. in the Augustan period. The
lands on the right shore of the Danube
were conquered by Marcus Licinius Crassus
in 29-28 B.C., when the wild German tribe
of the Bastarnae and the hostile peoples of
Northern Thrace were once and for all ex-
pelled from the region. Furtwangler be-
lieves, accordingly, that the tropaeum of
Adam-Klissi commemorates this campaign,
and that the sculptures of the metopes re-
present for the greater part scenes from the
deadly battle in the forest when the troops
of Crassus fell upon the unsuspecting Bas-
tarnae and annihilated them, Crassus slaying
with his own hand their King Deldon (Dio
Cassius xxxviii. 10). Thus the Germanic
type of the barbariansof Adam Klissi receives
a satisfactory explanation, while history gains
for the German wars of Rome as im-
pressive a monumental witness as the Trajan
column is to the Dacian wars or the column
of Marcus Aurelius to the Marcomannic
campaigns.

The book clones with an excursus upon
the too notorious ' Tiara of Saitaphernes.'
At greater length than was possible in the
article published in Cosmopolis* the author
shows whence the forger borrowed the
motives of the tiara, without discrimination of
style or date: how, when left entirely to his
own resources, he fell into ridiculous traps :
against all Greek precedent he provided his
Scythians with archaeologically accurate
Scythian cauldrons ; he placed a Nike above
the King in the hunting scene, forgetting
that no Greek ever ldoked ' upon the slaying
of a wild beast as a fact worthy to be
crowned by Nike'; worst of all he gave to the
wind-gods that hover above the pyre of
Patroklos the form of children, though the
wind-god as putto is a conception entirely
foreign to antiquity. Lastly Professor Furt-
wangler repeats his assertion that the in-
scription on the tiara is clumsily adapted
(in dngstlichen unsicheren Ziigen) from the
celebrated inscription in honour of Proto-
genes (C.I.G. 2058) the rich citizen who

4 August 1896 This first article was answered by
M. Heron de Villefosse in Cosmopolis for September,
and by Theodore Reinach in the Gazette des Beaux
Arts for the same month.
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helped to replenish the city's empty coffers
when Olbia was sorely pressed for costly
gifts—85pa—by the barbarous King Sai-
taphernes. ' It is absurd to suppose that
the wild, nomadic king who wanted gold,
solid gold, was to be appeased by a Greek
honorary inscription, by illustrations to
Homer, and by little pictures on thin gold
foil . . . . But the forger with insufficient
historical knowledge conceived the notion
of fabricating one of the ' presents' men-
tioned in the Protogenes inscription, and of
thus satisfying the popular craving for
tangible witness to the truth of literary
tradition. Many a ' relic' has ere now
owed its existence to the same craving.'

A mere outsider may be allowed to feel
surprise at the wealth of learning and of
argument expended upon this ugly tiara as
much by those who impugn as by those who
champion its genuineness.

The reprint Statuenkopien should have
a special interest for English archae-
ologists, as giving a detailed and richly
illustrated description of a number of Greek
statues at Ince Blundell Hall, Woburn
Abbey, and Cambridge. Especially note-
worthy are the superb Zeus and Theseus
from Ince (plates I.-IIL). A statue in the
Villa Pamfili (pi. X.) is brought into con-
nexion with "the 'Mother of the Gods' of
Agorakritos. The important introductory
pages contain a first attempt towards dis-
tinguishing between various classes of copies.
During the first or creative period of Greek
art we only find 'studio copies,' school
adaptations, derived or kindred conceptions,
free imitations on coins, gems or vases.
Copying proper begins in Pergamon, and
coincides with the rise of the systematic
study of art-history; yet accurate copying
with help of the cast and of pointing was,
so to speak, the invention of Pasiteles of
Naples whose quinque volwmma nobilivm
operum in toto orbe Furtwangler represents
as a sort of descriptive catalogue of all the
extant works best worth copying. The
significant result of this first article is
to show that we now know of a sufficient
number of signed copies to enable us to
bring some order among the unsigned ones
also. EUGENIE SELLERS.

Munich.

MEMPHIS AND MYCENAE.

Memphis and Mycenae; an examination of
Egyptian Chronology and its application to
the early History of Greece, by CECIL
TORE, M.A. Damnabitque oculot. Ovid.

Cambridge University Press. 1896.
8vo. pp. xii. 74, and a folding table. 5«.

THE current statement ' that the Mycenaean
age in Greece can definitely be fixed at
1500 BC. or thereabouts, on the strength of
evidence from Egyptian sources,' really
consists of ' a pair of propositions; one
being that the Mycenaean age in Greece
was contemporary with the reigns of certain
Kings of Dynasty XVIII. in Egypt; the other
being that these kings were reigning there
at some such date as 1500 B.C.' (p. i.) Mr.
Torr denies both of these propositions; the
first on the ground that the evidence is
insufficient; the second on the ground that
astronomical calculations are inapplicable to
Egyptian chronology, and that the only safe
reckoning is to construct from existing
documents a chronology of minimum inter-
vals from the Persian conquest of 525 B.C.

On the first of these, it is unfortunate
that Mr. Torr has confined himself to a nega-
tive argument, and has reserved the whole
of the positive conclusions which he claims
to draw from purely Greek evidence (pp. i.
and 65). And further, whatever the value
of his statements may be on these, or upon
the Egyptian chronology and kindred sub-
jects which he discusses in the earlier
chapters, his account of the archaeological
evidence is frequently inaccurate and mis-
leading in fact, and inconclusive in argu-
ment.

For example, in discussing the mass of
rubbish at Tell-el-Amarna (p. 65) where
Mykenaean vases were found mixed with
XVIIIth Dynasty rings and scarabs, Mr.
Torr asserts that ' in order to maintain the
notion that these Mykenaean fragments are
contemporary with those kings of Dynasty
XVIII., one must suppose that when the
people broke a vase of coarse Egyptian ware,
they left the fragments lying about promiscu-
ously; but when they broke a vase of delicate
Mykenaean ware, or even of Phoenician
glass,1 they carried the fragments out of the
city and threw them away upon this piece
of ground outside. And this does not seem
likely.1

This is a misstatement of the case.
This ' piece of ground outside ' — some
three furlongs, in fact, from the town—is
a mass of rubbish some hundreds of feet in
diameter, and, as Mr. Torr admits, averag-
ing a foot in thickness. I t consisted, as its
discoverer expressly states, mainly of pot-

1 Mr. Torr ignores Prof. Petrie's practically con-
clusive argument that this glass was made at Tell-el-
Amarna.
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tery,—some 20,000,000 sherds, by a rough
estimate of its cubic content; and this
enormous mass included no types character-
istic of any Dynasty but the XVIIIth,
and most of those which are peculiar to it.

Now it was ' scattered throughout the
whole area' of this enormous mass of rubbish
(Petrie, Tellel-Amarna p. 15) that the 1329
pieces of Aegean pottery, and ' some dozens
of objects with the names of the royal
family' were found. The fact (p 65) that
pottery with XVIIIth Dynasty inscriptions
was not found on this site is counterbalanced
by the fact that these equally valid date-
marks were so found. Mr. Torr as else-
where insists on the negative, but refuses to
admit the positive evidence.

Consequently, as Prof. Petrie says, ' Here
we have not to consider isolated objects
about which any such questions (of mis-
placement) can arise, nor a small deposit
which might be casually disturbed, nor a
locality which has ever been reoccupied:
but we have to deal with thousands of tons
of waste heaps, with pieces of hundreds of
vases, and about a hundred absolutely dated
objects with cartouches.'1

He further considers it clear, from the
dateable objects found in the rubbish heap,
and quoted by Mr. Torr, ' that the mounds
belong to a very little longer time than the
reign of Akhenaten ' 2 (Chu-en-Aten): and
that there is no reason to suspect any
admixture of later objects, either native or
imported. In face of this definite statement,
Mr. Torr insists that ' there was nothing
whatever to indicate that the Mykenaean
and Phoenician fragments were thrown away
there at the same date with the broken
rings and scarabs,' (p. 65). But he produces
no evidence either that the place was in-
habited at all at any other date than the
short period in the XVIIIth Dynasty
which Prof. Petrie assigns to i t : or that
Prof. Petrie's method of dating by the style
of the native pottery is unsound : or that
there was any trace of subsequent additions
to the rubbish-site, other than the My-
kenaean and ' Phoenician ' fragments ; he
gives no Explanation how the latter became
distributed through the whole mass of
rubbish : and in any case he fails to show
that the Mykenaean fragments, if they were
not contemporary with the rubbish, were
not already there before it was deposited.

1 Tell-el-Amama, p. 17. [It should, be observed
that Mr. Torr has discussed Mr. Petrie's account
in earlier numbers of this review (vol. vi. pp. 127
sg., and vol. viii. pp. 320 sq.).—G. E. M.]

2 Tell-el-Amarna, p. 16.

Another misstatement of the same
kind, but two-fold, follows in the next
paragraph, where Mr. Torr makes the
unsupported assertion that the foreign
pottery found by Prof. Petrie in the rubbish
heaps outside Kahun 'is mainly of the
types that come to light at Naukratis and
other places occupied by Greeks between \
700 and 500 ' (p. 66) without a hint that this ]
has been even questioned. In the first place, i
only four of the published fragments ;
(Ittahum, PI. I. 4. 6. 10. 12.) could be mis- •
taken by anybody for any known fabric of
Naukratite pottery. In the second place,
their discoverer, who was also one of the
original excavators of Naukratis, distinctly
states (Illahun, p. 10) that they are neither
Naukratite nor of any later style known to
him. This conclusion is based on differences
alike of the clay, the glaze, the paint, the
forms of the vases, and the scheme of orna-
ment. In the third place, the very frag-
ments which are least unlike Naukratite
ware have been lately recognised, by iden-
tity alike of clay, glaze, paint, form, and
ornament, as a local Cretan fabric.3 This
Cretan pottery is found in undisturbed
Cretan tombs which' contain scarabs of
Egyptian fabrics which are characteristic
of the XHth Dynasty and no other.4

Here, as in the case of the XVIIIth
Dynasty scarabs of Mykenae and lalysos,
Mr. Torr ought to show why the ancient
Cretan connoisseurs specialised in scarabs of
the Twelfth Dynasty, and how they were
enabled to reject late forgeries, and secure
only specimens of the genuine fabric and
materials ; or if he refuses to accept these
scarabs as of Xllth Dynasty style, he ought
to give grounds for his opinion, instead of
tacitly assuming that they are of some
later date.

From this unsupported assertion that the
Kahun pottery is Naukratite, Mr. Torr
infers ' the futility of arguing that things
must date from the same period, if they
happen to be discovered in the same deposit.'
(p. 66). If his premise is false, we must
await further evidence before accepting his
conclusion ; yet it is this conclusion which
underlies the whole of his argument in this
chapter, and this is the only evidence which
he brings to support it.

But let us take this conclusion, and apply
it to the argument as stated by Mr. Torr.

3 Myres, Proc. Soc. Ardiq. N.S. xv. (1895)273:
cf. Mariani, Mon. Ant. vi. (1896) PL viii. 6.4 Evans, Cretan Pictogmphs, 1895, Appendix; cf.
p. 57 = J.S.S. xiv. p. 327. I have seen the scarabs
independently, and entirely agree with Mr. Evans'
conclusion.
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(1) If 'things which are discovered in
the same deposit' are not necessarily of the
same date, what becomes of Mr. Torr's
argument from the contents of the same
vault in the Apis sepulchres (p. 10), or from
a collocation of mummies (p. 25) 1

(2) If two sets of objects are not of the
same age, one set must of course be older
than the other; but it is a further question
which is the older. Now Mr. Torr admits,
rightly or wrongly, that the Rekh-ma-Ra
tomb represents objects of ' Mykenaean'
workmanship already in the time of
Thothmes III. (Men-cheper-Ra). I t is
therefore open to any one to argue, as against
Mr. Torr at all events, that at Tell-el-
Amarna the Mykenaean potsherds are the
prior ingredient in the rubbish heap, and
not the scarabs of Thothmes III. and later
kings; and in any case Mr. Torr's argument
brings us no nearer to a decision whether
scarabs of Dynasty' XVIII. have been
dropped on a Mykenaean site, or Mykenaean
fragments on one of Dynasty XVIII.

(3) The same is the case with the deposit
at Kahun, until Mr. Torr has established
his identification of Naukratite pottery
therein. The deposit must date ' at latest'
from a period before the decline of the
town1; but Mr. Torr has still to show that
the Aegean ingredient of it is not altogether
earlier, for Prof. Petrie says that ' this
Aegean pottery was found in and under
these rubbish-heaps.'2

(4) Similarly Mr. Torr has still to show
that the coffin of Pinetchem's grandson was
not buried in an old tomb, and that part of
the former equipment was not left lying
there, or even used again for the new
occupant. This is an occurrence which can
be amply illustrated in Egypt, in Cyprus,
and in fact, everywhere where chamber-
burial was in vogue.

In discussing the XVIIIth Dynasty scarabs,
<fec., found at Mykenae and Ialysos, Mr.
Torr displays no knowledge of any mode of
dating Egyptian objects except by their in-
scriptions. He admits the criterion of style
in a department of Mykenaean archaeology
where he can claim that it suits his theory
(p. 69). Where it goes contrary, he ignores
this class of evidence altogether. Thus he
treats the scarab from Kamiros inscribed
Chufu, as of the same value as those from

1 Illahun, p. 9. 'From their position no later
people would have accumulated these heaps...The
external rubbish-heaps must belong to a time when
the town was full. And their contents agree to
that early date.'

2 [For Mr. Torr's comments see Glass. Rev. vi.
p. 130.]

Ialysos inscribed Amenhotep III. and Thii,
whereas the one is a XXVIth Dynasty forg-
ery of a common type,3 and the others are of
regular XVIIIth Dynasty fabric, and of a
series of which forged scarabs are apparently
unknown. Mr. Torr seems to assume that a
scarab is forged unless it can be demon-
strated to be genuine. With our present
knowledge of styles and fabrics the opposite
assumption is at least equally tenable. Even
Mr. Torr probably does not presume all
Roman bronze coins to be forgeries of the
age of Gallienus, in spite of the fact that
such forgeries are recognised and common.
And there is no more difficulty in detecting
a XXVIth Dynasty scarab, in spite of an
early inscription, than in detecting those
coins of Gallienus.

In any cases, however, in which the fabric
is not decisive against a late date of manu-
facture, the evidence of a single scarab is of
course very weak indeed. But when scarabs
of several kings are found together, the
probabilities, if the scarabs were mere orna-
ments or heirlooms, would be so greatly
against the occurrence together of scarabs
of consecutive or nearly consecutive reigns,
that when these do occur together, they
may be regarded as very probably fixing the
date of the group in the place where it occurs.4

Now the evidence of the scarabs on
Mykenaean sites is very much strengthened
by the fact that both at Mykenae and at
Ialysos all the imported porcelain objects
of recognisable fabrics are of XVIIIth or
XlXth Dynasty styles.6 The probability is
thus proportionately strengthened that they
were all imported within the period to which
they belong in Egypt. Before Mr. Torr can
secure his own position, he will have to
bring evidence not merely that they are not
of XVIIIth Dynasty fabric, but that they
are of some recognised fabric which better
suits his theory.

The hypothesis of heirlooms, like Mr.
Torr's rejection of the argument from group-
ing, cuts both ways. Which is the more
probable heirloom, a rare foreign vase, or a
perishable article of everyday use like a
wooden kohl-tube (p. 63-4) even if the latter
bears a royal cartouche ? The latter, by the
way, shows no sign of long use : and royal
cartouches were too common on household
articles to confer any special value.

3 Cf. Men-ka-Ra in a Ptolemaic or Roman tomb at
Amathus (Brit. Mus. 172) and the ubiquitous "Nau-
kratite " forgeries of Men-kheper-Ra (Thothmes III.).

4 E.g. Neb-mat-Ra and Neb-kheferu-Ra at Gurob
(Torr, p. 63), and the numerous Eighteenth Dynasty
scarabs and rings at Tell-el-Amarna (Torr pp. 64-65).

* J.H.S. xii. p. 273 ff.
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He also thinks1 that the occurrence of
XVIIIth Dynasty scarabs at Ialysos, and the
popularity of ' Memnon' in later Greece, are
explained by the foreign origin of Queen Thii.
But, in syllogistic form, 'some foreigners
are not Greeks.' Queen Thii came from N.
Syria, perhaps even from beyond the Euph-
rates. The popularity of Maria Theresa
dollars in Abyssinia is not explained by a
marriage alliance between Austria and Spain.

In a short Appendix Mr. Torr reprints
from the Academy, for the benefit of Mr. H.
S. Washington (p. x), a refutation of M.
Fouque's theory that the eruption of Thera,
which buried a prehistoric settlement, might
be placed as early as, or earlier than, 2000
B.C. Volcanoes are capricious creatures,
and if there is method in their madness, no
one has yet detected it. But after correct-
ing M. Fouque's history, Mr. Torr himself
falls into a geological error.

(1) Mr. Washington, with whose conclu-
sions Mr. Torr says that he agrees, shows
clearly on geological grounds that the whole
of the pumice had been laid down and con-
solidated before the present cliff-face was
formed (v. Washington, Am. Journ. Arch.
ix. p. 512). In many places the deposit is
deeply eroded, and covered with rolled
gravel; and none of the recorded eruptions
have been severe enough, or near enough to
the cliff-face, to cut it back appreciably.
Moreover the story of droughts in Hdt. iv.
147 accords with the present state of the
island, thickly covered as it is by this series
of pumice-beds, which absorb all surface
water.

(2) If the mediaeval eruptions covered
the island thickly with pumice, this ought
to be represented above the rolled gravel and
shingle-beds which overlie the older pumice-
beds. But neither Mr. Torr, nor Mr. Wash-
ington, nor M. Fouqu6 notice this vital
point, even in describing the viii century
buildings; and as a matter of fact such
mediaeval pumice-beds cannot be identified.
Theophanes probably exaggerated the erup-
tion of 726 A.D., and Mr. Torr certainly ex-
aggerates the amount of pumice which has
fallen in Thera since the viii century B.C.
When he claims a large part of the existing
pumice as mediaeval, it is a fair question,
which and what thickness of the existing
beds does he mean, and on what geological
evidence does he rely ?

(3) In any case, the viii century buildings
are above the consolidated pumice, and

1 Unless (p. 69) ' this region' and ' that region' in
the same sentence refer to the same country; which
would be very queer English.

the prehistoric settlement is below all the
pumice there is, for it stands directly on the
lava. Now there is no evidence of an erup-
tion between the Hellenic colonisation of
Thera and 196 B.C., and on Mr. Torr's prin-
ciples we must not assume one. Therefore
the great eruption, or eruptions (for soil was
formed and grass grew in an interval be-
tween the pumice-showers), probably took
place before the Hellenic settlement, and
certainly before the foundation of the viii cen-
tury buildings. All this agrees with the
Hellenic tradition (a) that the island was
called %Tpoyyv\r) and KaXXla-nj when ' colo-
nised by Kadmos,' whereas in its present
state it is neither ' round' like its namesake
Stromboli, nor ' very beautiful'; (6) that, at
a date roughly reckoned in generations to
the middle of the second millennium, this
colony perished utterly, and the island lay
desolate; (c) that the Hellenic colonisation
came later, and that the island was then
called ®ripa, which suits its present condition
admirably. The clear inference from all
this is that the great eruption was tradition-
ally known to have preceded the Hellenic
settlement, i.e. took place by genealogical
reckoning in the ix or x century ' at latest,'
since which time the island has altered very
little.

We turn now to Mr. Torr's revision of the
Egyptian dates, and note in the first place
that the two parts of his argument hang
closely together. He wants minimum dates
in Egyptian chronology, because he wants
to reduce the interval between the Myke-
naean and the Hellenic civilisations. As
long as intermediate stages were unknown
between the best Mykenaean and the earliest
Hellenic art, this horror vacui was not with-
out excuse. But, fortunately, recent dis-
coveries in the Aegean, in Crete, and in
Cyprus, have indicated clearly a long series
of intermediate stages of civilisation, and
the problem now is rather how to find room
for the whole series within the chronological
limits, than how to draw together the two
edges of an apparent gap.

And it is here that Mr. Tow's results are
of positive value. ' A statement is current,'
as he would say,2 that the golden cups from
Vaphio represent the goldsmith's art of the
vii century. Mr. Torr's argument shows
that Pinetchem, in whose grandson's tomb a
solitary and belated Mykenaean vase was
found, ' came to the throne in 876 at latest.'
He brings no good evidence to show that, if
it does not belong to the tomb, it is not

v earlier; and all the other examples which
: J Times, Jan. 6, 1896 ; Academy, Jan. 11, 1896.
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he quotes are very much earlier. So we
may hope to hear no more of that theory at
all events. In any case, the discovery of a
very toe-Afykenaean style, in Cyprus for
example, proves no more (but also no less)
about dates at Mykenae or Ialysos than the
discovery of very early objects at Kahun.

On the other hand, though he refuses to
date any extant Mykenaean object at all so
early, he admits that Mykenaean objects are
represented in the tomb of Rekh-ma-Ra, in
the time of Men-khefer-Ra (Thothmes III.)
(p. 67); in which case, it is difficult to see
what is gained by disputing the date of this
or that vase, when all the extant specimens
are of later dates than Thothmes III.

The current chronology of Egypt is based
on the assumption that the Egyptians used
a calendar year of 365 days and no leap
year: so that the natural year of approxim-
ately 365J days completed a cycle of retard-
ation in 1461 calendar years, carrying with
it the natural seasons, the rising of the Nile,
and the heliacal risings of the stars; to-
gether with all feasts which were regulated
thereby. From this it follows that if the
calendar dates of the same phenomenon or
feast are known for two different calendar
years, the interval between those years can
be directly calculated from the discrepancy.

Mr. Torr argues (1) that in any case the
real duration of the 'Sothic cycle' ending
139 A.D. (as used by Censorinus) would
not have been 1461 years but 1457; (2) that
it would have begun and ended on different
dates in different parts of Egypt; (3) that
it was invented by Hellenistic astronomers
at Alexandria (p. 57); (4) that it is not
presupposed or recognized by certain Rames-
side calendars which he quotes (p. 59).

With regard to points (1) and (2) Mr.
Torr may set his mind at rest; for if he
will consult any of the principal contribu-
tions to Egyptian chronology from Biot
downwards—of whom he quotes not one
throughout the chapter—he will see that
these elementary astronomical facts have
not been ignored in the calculation of the
current chronology. The fact that Alex-
andrian chronologists used imperfect data
does not affect the validity of the method,
or the general coherence of their results.
E.g. Theon of Alexandria puts an 'era of
Menophres' in 1322 B.C. Menophres, of
whom Mr. Torr knows nothing (p. 65), may
well be Men-peh-Ra (Ramesses I.) whose
reign is dated 1328-1326 by downward
reckoning from Mahler's date for Thothmes
III. (cf. Petrie, Hist. Eg. II. 33).

Meanwhile, Mr. Torr says (p. 57) that

some Egyptian calendars were calculated
for a year of 360 days (e.g. Papyros Ebers);
and others for an astronomical year of 365J
days; but he ignores a large number of
facts which show that ordinary Egyptian
reckoning recognised a cycle of some sort,
and give consistent results only when com-
bined on the hypothesis that this cycle was
that of 1461 years, afterwards calculated by
Alexandrian astronomers. For example
Herodotus (II. 4) contrasts the ordinary
Greek year of 360 days, b y which the
natural seasons shifted appreciably from
year to year and were redressed by inter-
calation, with ;the Egyptian year current
in his time, where five days, intercalated
annually, kept the seasons redressed from
j ear to year. This passage proves the use
of a calendar year of 365 days in the fifth
century. That is all that is required to
warrant the application of the Sothic
reckoning to Egyptian chronology. Mr.
Torr may be right or wrong in saying that
the cycle of 1461 years was not calculated
or applied to historical purposes till the
Ptolemaic age : but that does not affect the
question whether either Censorinus . or
Mahler is justified in reckoning dates by
the aid of it.

But the use of a year of 365 days in
Egypt can be traced much further back than
the fifth century. A series of XVIIIth
Dynasty documents shows that the date of
the Sothic festival was systematically altered
by seven days every thirty years and that
this change was celebrated by a greater
feast, the jSW-festival. In a series of twelve
consecutive Sed-festivals, only three are un-
represented by extant inscriptions, and one
of these falls in the ' heretic' reign of
Akhenaten: and of the remainder five ex-
pressly note, the month and day of the
festival. Now these regularly recurring
dates will not work out on any hypothesis
but that of a year of 365 days ; and as the
Sed-festivals recur in inscriptions of other
reigns at considerable intervals, the pre-
sumption is that the year of 365 days was
normal. I t is true that Ramessu II . started
a new series of Sed-festivals every third
year from his thirtieth onwards; but that
he did not interfere with the astronomical
Sed-festival is shown by the El Kab inscrip-
tion of his forty-first year.

And yet again, an inscription of the IYth
Dynasty gives a calendar of twelve months
of thirty days, with five intercalary days at
the end of the year, which is exactly the
system described by Herodotus. This dis-
poses of the account of the five days given
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in the Book of the Sbthis (Sync. p. 123), and
justifies the calculation of dates by astro-
nomical methods under the Old Kingdom :
where an inscription, which dates the Nile-
flood, and corresponds to 3350 B.C., gives a
date of 3410 B.c. for the beginning of Dyn-
asty VI., as against 3503 by dead-reckoning
from the lists.1

Mr. Torr's alternative chronology is con-
structed from a number of official or semi-
official documents, which give a continuous
genealogy upwards from the accession of
Psammetichos in 664 B.C. to the third year
of Rameses Heq-mat-Ra (p. 34). This
genealogy, if the generations, fifteen in
number, were given the Greek conventional
length of thirty years, would give 1117 B.C.
for the accession of Heq-mat-Ra which is
not far from that given by astronomical
reckoning. But Mr. Torr goes further than
this. His object is to produce a chronology
of minimum intervals, and he succeeds in
reducing the accession of Heq-mat-Ra from
1117 B.C. to 942 B.O. 'a t latest' by the fol-
lowing ingenious methods.

(1) No king is reckoned to have reigned
longer than the last year of which a dated
document is known to Mr. Torr. This is as
though he were to revise Ptolemaic chron-
ology by cutting down the reigns to the
year recorded on the latest known coin in
each case.

(2) If a king seems to have reigned un-
reasonably long, he may be assumed to have
reigned dejure and not de facto, like Charles
II. who reckoned from 1649, though not
'recognised at Westminster' till 1660.
Thus Mr. Torr proposes to annihilate
the twenty-three years of TJser-mat-Ra
Takelot (p. vii.) with the conjecture that he
reigned de facto for a few months, and told
lies about the rest; on the ground that ' No
king of Egypt would have reigned for all
those years without making himself con-
spicuous upon the monuments.' Let us
hope that Mr. Torr's exertions may save
him at all events from that condemnation.

(3) If generations mount up provokingly
fast, three or four successive occupants of a
heriditary office may be assumed to have
been brothers (p. 9): in spite of the fact
that they all bear the title of ' Royal Son.'

(4) Similarity of name is good evidence of
identity of person: e.g. (p. 24) Auapuat,
royal son of Rameses, is identified on weak
evidence with Auput, son of Hetch-kheper-
Ra Sheshenk: (p. 13) two Nemarts and
(p. 14) two TTasarkens are identified.
Edward II. and Edward III. are not identi-

1 Petrie, Hist. Eg. i. 253.

cal, though each had a father Edward, and
each held the title of Prince of Wales.

Moreover, if Skemiophris (p. 48) can re-
present Sebek-em-sas; (p. 29) PsusenDes,
Paseb-chanu; and Sivi, Sabako; it is a
little hypercritical to refuse Aquaiusha for
'AxaiFol, as Mr. Torr does, ignoring the fact
that this is only one of a long list of equally
close transliterations, and that the cogency
of such a list is cumulative.

(5) Personal names go in alternate gener-
ations in many Egyptian families ; but in a
work which professes to take nothing for
granted, the frequent use made of this canon
to piece fragmentary genealogies together
needs explanation.

I t is a corollary from this and the last-
named proposition, that a man is his own
grandfather unless there is documentary
evidence to the contrary: a genealogical
canon which we recommend to Mr. Torr's
serious consideration. This might be applied
to reduce even his minimum by one-half.

(6) The unknown name of a brother may
be recovered from the masculine form of
the name of a woman whom it is con-
venient that he should have had as sister
and as wife (p. 7). This also needs justi-
fication.

(7) The Apis was not an occasional pro-
digy, but the succession of Apis bulls was
continuous, so that the death of one Apis
necessarily coincided with the birth of the
next. In which case, we should expect an
explanation (1) bow the new Apis was
brought to birth so conveniently, (2) why
its birth was ever chronicled at all, if the
date was fixed by the death of its predeces-
sor, e.g. (p. 10) the Apis dating of Sheskonk
and Bocchoris.

(8) If no Apis died in a king's reign, he
was not ' recognised at Memphis'—such is
fame ! Consequently he must have reigned
somewhere else, and someone else, in whose
reign an Apis died, must have been king at
Memphis meanwhile; consequently all kings
who failed to survive an Apis form ' parallel
dynasties' with those who succeeded in
doing so.

If the negative evidence is quite com-
plete for whole Dynasties, a probability is es-
tablished, but no more: in any case the
argument is negative; and is there any
evidence that no Apis bulls are buried else-
where ?

The net result of this minimum chron-
ology is to reduce the interval from Psam-
metichos (XXVI. 1) to Ahmes (XVIII. 1)
from 923 years to 607, and the accession of
the latter from 1587 B.C. to 1271 'a t latest.'
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Above this point Dynasties XIII.-XVII. are
extinguished utterly—because, presumably,
they did not ' make themselves conspicuous'
to Mr. Torr;—for Sequenen-Ea and Apepi,
who did, are admitted on sufferance—so that
Amenemhat(Mat-cheru-Ra) of Dynasty XII.
is placed in the generation immediately above
Ahmes of Dynasty XVIII.

Unfortunately the genealogy, which is the
valuable part of the essay, is not carried
continuously beyond 939-401 'at latest';
but it is in this section that the main reduc-
tions which affect the Mykenaean question
are made. It is perhaps worth pointing out
that the fifteen generations in question are
compressed into 275 years. I t is true that
six of them are in the female line, but the
average length of a generation, from birth
to birth—eighteen years and four months—
is surely a ' minimum interval.' The Jewish
kings have an average of exactly twenty
years, which is very much higher. More-
over, if Mr. Torr's assumption, that family
names went in alternate generations, is suf-
ficiently well founded for his purposes, it
proves also that fully half of the children in
this list were not eldest sons; which of
course lowers the birth-to-birth average of
parental ages. Now as an average pre-
sumes that some are over, and some are
under the average, the physical limit is very
nearly reached in the latter cases.

So much for the theoretical aspect of Mr.
Torr's chronology. It has this commonplace
practical difficulty which will much delay
its adoption, that every new discovery will
shift the whole series above i t : for there
are no fixed points except at the bottom.
However, we now know the worst: any
change henceforward must be in an upward
direction, and we wish Mr. Torr, as dis-
coveries proceed, a complete and a rapid
recantation.

JOHN L. MYBES.

1 The third year of Heq-mat-Ra, p. 34.

MONTHLY RECORD.
ITALY.

Ette.—An interesting discovery has been made here
in the shape of a well or shaft for the drainage of a
house. The mouth of it was closed hy a slab of
stone, above which were regular layers of earth, slabs
of mortar, small stones, and more mortar. It was
used for collecting water in rainy seasons, so as to
keep the moisture from other parts of the building.
The shaft is built of eight courses of stone, and was
found full of slabs of stone inside, together with tiles,
all artificially arranged so as to allow the water to

run through. Two similar arrangements have
hitherto been found in Italy.1

Bologna.—Some inscriptions found during recent
excavations have now been published ; none are of
very much interest except a cippus of L. Statorius
Bathyllus, with a head of Medusa in the tympanon
and a rosette on either side. Below the inscription
are a pair of compasses and a plumb line, indicating
that Bathyllus was an architect. [For similar sub-
jects, see Bliimner, Teehnologie, ii. p. 236, and Dunn,
Baukunst, p. 361.] Another cippus of Q. Valerius
Restitutus has a relief representing an aurifex
brattiarius (cf. Jahn in Ber. d. Sachs. Gesellsek. 1861,
pi. 7, Fig. 2 = Bliimner, op. cit. p. 312).x

Arezzo.—Five tombs covered with tiles, containing
fragmentary vases, have been found in the bed of the
river, showing that its course must have been
originally different. At a distance of one mile from
the city Etruscan remains have been found, con-
sisting of a tomb with cinerary urn, an inscription,
and fragments of Campano-Etruscan ware of the
second century B.C. The urn is inscribed Velio,'
Vetui ; the tomb is covered with a slab of sandstone
on which is inscribed V • Caini • C ' Rucu ' Ceicnal.
Another urn was found with the inscription Larthi •
Ti " Aneina. All these are the names of various
Aretine families.1

Corneto-Tarquinii.—A find has been made of
archaic Greek vases and others of local fabric ; also
bronze fibulae and other remains. Among the vases
was an aryballos in the form of a helmeted head,
well executed, in the Rhodian style ; the helmet has
a hook in front, probably the <pi.\os, as is seen on the
Clazomenae sarcophagi.1

Borne.—An interesting cippus has come to light on
the Via Latina, with an acrostic inscription which
runs as follows:
Moribus hie simplex situs est Titus Aelius Faustus,
Ann is in lucem duo de triginta moratus,
Cui dederant pinguem populis praebere liquorem
Antoninus item Commodus simul induperantes.
Rara viro vita et species rarissima ; fama
Invida, sed rapuit semper fortuna probatos.
TJt signum invenias quod erat dum vita maneret
Selige literulas primas e versibus octo.

This Macarius was the son of a freedman of
Antoninus Pius, and from A.D. 176-180 superintended
the public distribution of mustum or of oil (see
line 3).1

Sala Consilina, Lucania.—Some archaic tombs
have been investigated, containing fragments of
Corinthian ware, and some black-figured vases ; a
hydria of the common archaic Italian type, and other
bronze vessels, the finest of which is an oinochoe,
the handle of which is formed by the figure ofa nude
man leaning back, a common Etruscan type.1

Carife, Apulia.—Two vases have been found here,
containing a treasure of 13 silver and 103 bronze
coins, 17 of the latter being cast, the rest stamped.
The cast coins are all Roman fractions of the a s ;
among the others are • coins of Neapolis, Arpi,
Heraclea, Thurii, and Aquilonia.1

Reggio.—A bath has been discovered, of consider-
able size, with frigidarium, hypocaust, mosaic
pavements, and curved marble seats {scholae); also a
conduit of terracotta, beneath a mosaic staircase. A
marble slab was found representing a gabled edifice,
with a jug and patera in the tympanon, and remains
of an inscription PPYTANIC-KAI | AP--
XflN-eKTCON I IAl]0JN . . . | . .

Notizie dei Lined, April-June 1896.
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YIOC • PH | . . YTA. Kaibel (nos. 617, 618)
gives similar inscriptions fonnd here.1 >

Terranova {Oela).—An interesting archaic Greek
inscription has been found here, the oldest as yet
known from Sicily. It is $ovaTpo<pr)S6v, and runs :

PASIADAFOTO | 3S3TA<1>IAMAS |
P O I E HcuriaSiFov rb aa/ta ' KpaTTjs 4rroifi. By
comparison with the Geloan inscription at Olympia
(Roehl, I.Q.A. 512a) we may date this not later than
the end of the sixth century B.C.1

GREECE.

Patras.—In the quarter of the town known as
Fsila Alonia a very fine mosaic of Roman date has
come to light. The portion at present above ground
is about 10 x 20 ft., and is enclosed by a border, but
it appears to extend still further on one side. On
the part already cleared are two subjects : (1) a group
of nude athletes after the conclusion of the games ;
some wear laurel-wreaths and hold branches of wild
olive ; others hold shields or the diskos ; and one is
scraping himself with a strigil. (2) A figure dressed
in purple accompanies a group of dancers on the lute ;
women in short dresses play the flute and stringed
instruments. The colours are very vivid, but the
part containing the musical scenes is not well
preserved.2

Thessaly.—Two bee-hive tombs have come to light
on the south slopes of Mt. Ossa, built of stone, with
tpilioi. Very little was found in them except pottery,
which is rather of a prehistoric than Mycenaean
character, the shapes recalling the fabrics of the
Cyclades, but the decoration is later, chiefly
geometrical painted patterns.

At Karditza a very interesting archaic inscription
has been found, on a bronze tablet. I t is eleven lines
in length, and it is to the effect that on the motion
of Esylos the Sthetonii gave Sotairos of Corinth and
his family protection and indemnity and proclaimed
him a benefactor, for rescuing the silver and gold of
Orestes, son of Pherecrates, which was nearly lost on
the way to Delphi.3

Them.—Herr Hiller von Gaertringen has brought
his excavations to an end. He has identified the city
on the slopes of Mesa Vouno with the ancient Thera,
while Oea has been recognised in the remains on the
sea-shore near the modern town. An ancient

1 Notizei dei Lincie, April-June 1896.
2 Athenaeum, Oct. 10.
8 Mittheil. d. deutseh. Arch. Inst. 1896, pt. 2.

necropolis has also been explored between Mesa
Vouno and Agios Elias, containing tombs of the
archaic period, very rich in pottery and terracotta
statuettes. Some vases of the Thera type were
found, and are among the best specimens of the
kind; others are of Peloponnesian, Boeotian, and
Cretan character [query : Mycenaean ?], showing the
high development of Aegean trade at that date. The
number of inscriptions found in Thera has now been
brought up to 650. *

ASIA MINOR.

Valley of Upper Euphrates.—In 1894 this region
was explored by Messrs. Hogarth and Yorke, with
the object of discovering traces of the system of
defences organised by the Romans on the eastern
frontier of the Empire. They travelled from
Mersina by Samsat (Samosata) and Erzinjian to
Trebizond. The road from Mersina to Samsat is
fairly well known, but one or two new inscriptions
turned up, one at Missis (Mopsuestia) being a mile-
stone of Valentinian, Valens", and Gratian; four
more were found at Samsat. The rest of the way to
Erzinjian was quite unknown, and important
geographical results have been obtained. Between
Erzinjian and Trebizond the identification of Sadagh
with Satala has been finally settled by the discovery
of inscriptions at that place relating to the fifteenth
legion (Apollinaris), which was known to have been
quartered at Satala.

As regards the Roman roads and defences the chief
results are as follows: the Peutinger route from
Melitene (the centre of the system in this district)
has been shown to go a different way from the
Antonine Itinerary, over the existing Roman bridge
at Eiakhta ; but what line it took over the Taurus is
impossible to ascertain. On the road from Melitene
to Satala the position of Dascusa and Dagusa has
been distinguished and fixed with some probability,
and other small points have been cleared up. Hardly
any milestones exist in this region, and between
Samosata and Satala there are only five with names
of Emperors. The remains of defensive works are
also very slight, probably owing to the fact that they
were not much needed. In the first and second
centuries of the Empire, Armenia was practically a
Roman province, and consequently the frontier did
not require to be protected against it.5

H. B. WALTERS.

* Athenaeum, Nov. 7.
s Geographical Journal, Oct.-Nov. 1896.
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Niron et lea Mhodiens, P. Fabia. On the date of

Nero's speech for the Rhodians we must follow Tacitus
{Ann. xii. 68) who makes it 53 A.D., and not
Suetonius (Nero 7) who puts it in 51. An inscrip-
tion recently discovered and published by M. Hiller
de Gartringen informs us that in the first year of
Nero's reign a Rhodian embassy came to him in
consequence of a letter received by them, the con-
tents of which we do not know. Quelques passages
de Phidre, h. Havet. Reads in iv. 20 [iv. 18. 3]
sinuque se ipse fovit contra misericors: defends afluens
of codd. in v. 1,10 [12]; in v. 5, thinks a line has

dropped out between 11. 18 and 19. Fragments de
VEpitome prior des CUmentines recueillis sur les
feuilUs de garde d'un Parisinus: principales vari-
iantes, C. E. Ruelle. Sur les vers 602-627 du 6«
livre de VEneide, A. Cartault. Against the proposal
of L. Havet to place 11. 616-620 after 601. Plaut.
Trin. 540, L. Havet. Suggests saeerrume for accer-
rume of codd. Corrections proposers dans Aristide
Quintilien, sur la Mttsique, C. E. Ruelle.

American Journal of Philology. Vol. xvii.
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On the Western Text of the Acts as Evidenced by
Chrysostom, F. C. Conybeare. This text is best


